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Introduction

It is worth noting that all, friends and foes alike, have already acknowledged that the purity of the Qur’anic text has been maintained through fourteen centuries. Islam knows no such thing as ‘redactions of its holy text’. Even those who most stoutly and vehemently denied it being the ‘Word of God’ are unanimous in testifying that it contains exactly the same words spoken by Muhammad fourteen centuries ago. The testimony of a few such unwilling witnesses is that the text of the Qur’an is the purest of all the works of antiquity; ‘Uthmân’s compilation has remained the authorized text from the time it was made until the present day; the text substantially corresponds to the actual utterances of Muhammad himself; all sects and parties of the Muslim community have the same text of the Qur’an; it is of immense merit that there is no doubt as to its genuineness… that the words of the Qur’an have remained unchanged through nearly thirteen hundred years; the Qur’an at the time of ‘Uthmân has been handed down to us unaltered, and there is probably in the world no other work which has remained for twelve centuries with so pure
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a text; the Qurʾān has retained beyond all reasonable doubt the exact words of Muḥammad without subtraction or addition, and the Qurʾān was his singular contribution and lies before us essentially unchanged from the form in which Muḥammad himself gave it.

Even though the above remarks show that the text of the Qurʾān is undoubtedly pure and authentic, yet several other Orientalists as well as contemporary writings raise serious doubts on its early documentation, textual order, purity and authenticity. Their conclusion gives rise to much confusion and misunderstanding. Therefore, it warrants a thorough intellectual review to investigate the phenomenon of its textual purity. In an attempt to discredit Islam and its teachings, a new version of the Qurʾānic text has been circulated in which verses concerning jiḥād and other conceptual and doctrinal issues believed to be objectionable from the perspective of Judeo-Christian traditions were dropped. This has further aggravated the misunderstandings.

This article proceeds as follows: The first section revisits the early Islamic legacy, highlights the art of writing and textual documentation and Occidental views. The second section refers to the Islamic view on early documentation and the roles of Prophet Muḥammad (peace be upon him), and of Abū Bakr, the first Caliph and ‘Uṭmān, the third Caliph in preserving, collecting, and standardizing the text. The third section presents an analysis of the issue of the Qurʾān’s textual order to see whether it was divine or man-made. The fourth section examines the art of inscription and installation of diacritics and vowels. Finally, it studies the allegations and brings into the limelight some research findings that prove the purity and authenticity of the text.

---

11 Here it refers to the so-called 'holy war'.
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